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PLACING THREE-DIMENSIONAL ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENTS INTO NASTRAN I

By M. B. Newman and A. W. Filstrup i'.

Westinghouse Research and Development Center i
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Linear (8 node), parabolic _20 node), cubic (32 node) and mixed (some
,o edges linear, some parabolic and some cubic), have been inserted i_to NASTR_,
_ Level 15.1. First the dummy clement feature was used to check out the

stiffness matrix generation routines for the linear element in NASTR/gq. Then,
i, the necessary modules of NASTRAN were modified to include the new family of

i elements. The matrix assembly was changed so that the stiffness matrix ofeach tsoparametric element is only generated once as the time to generate
these higher order elements tend.qto be much longer than the other elements inL

i NASTRAN, This paper presents some of the experieL ".esand difficulties of_"" inserting a new element or family of elements into NASTRAN. i

INTRODUCTION

In solving many structural problems at Westinghouse, it has become

apparent that in order to obtain the accuracy required, three-oin,_nsional finite

elements would be required. It also became apparent that three-dimensional

finite elements based on constant strain tetrahedra like the CTETRA, CWEDGE, :
CHEXAI and CHEXA2 elements in NASTRAN are too stiff to give accurate results at

a reasonable cost for many problems,

Because of this, a Westinghouse proprietary program, WISEC, was developed .+
"" for heat conduction and static linear elastic analysis using three dimensional -

isoparametric elements. Because of the large general purpose capability of +
_ NASTRAN, both for types of problems solved and for types of elements used, it

was decided to place these elements into NASTRAN.

-+ | Even though three-dimensional isoparametric elements were then to be and
_ow have been placed into NASTRAN by Dr. E. I. Field and Mr. S. E. Johnson of

niversal Analytics (see Ref. i)and are to be included in Level 16 NASTRAN
_ow scheduled to be celeased in 1974, it was decided to place three-dimensional
!isoparametric elements into Level 15.1 NASTRAN. First we would have use of this
elemsnt in NASTRAN at an earlier date than we would if we waited until Level 16

was released. Second, we would gain experience and familiarity with NASTRAN +:
_hich would enable us to more easily make any future modifications which we

" _ould desire. A third benefit, which we didn't realize at the time, is the
t j
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fact that the family of elements we added can have different number of grid or

nodal points on the various edges as shown in figure i. As we understand,

Level 16 NASTRAN will have elements which are either linear (2 points on each

edge), parabolic (3 points on each edge) or cubic (4 points on each edge).

Mixed elements, like that shown in figure i, can be used to reduce the number of

degrees of freedom in portions of the structure not requiring the higher order

elements wltbout introducing incompatibilities between adjacent elements. The

order of an element is taken to be that of its highest ordered edge.

As the theory of three-dimensional isoparametric elements is explained i
elsewhere, for instance in Refs. i to 4, it will not be repeated here.

At the present time, the stiffness and mass matrices have been successfully
inserted and tested. The differential stiffness matrix is due to be added

i shortly.

The work described in this report was performed with Level 15.1 NASTRAN

on an IBM 370-165. It _s planned to insert the changes into Level 15.5 NASTRAN
on a CDC 6600.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i. For anyone making changes in NASTRAN, an up-to-date Programmer's Manual

is of great aid. Unfortunately, the latest available Programmer's Manual is

not always for the latest available level of NASTRAN.

2. Many of the tables present in Level 15.1 NASTRAN are too short to

permit elements with as many degrees of freedom as the isoparametric elements.

These tables should be increased in length to pormlt easier insertion of new
elements.

METHOD AND EXPERIENCES

NASTRAN is an extremely large system comprised of fifteen super links with _.

'" approximately 850 subprograms whose source statements are on over 200,000

card images. NASTRAN is indeed a very large and complex program and, at first i
glance, a dense forest that seems too difficult to enter. As one starts to i

review the large NASTRAN Programmer's Manual (approximately 15 centimeters

thick) and examine the materlals the authors of NASTRAN have distributed, the

"_ forest does not seem as dense. This section of the paper describes ourt

i, experiences in adding new elements to the NASTRAN system.

The three-dimenslonal isoparametrlc elements added presented many problems .
that the usual NASTRAN elements did not encounter. The tables were much

::, larger, for example. The number of nodes that described our cubic isoparametrlc
element varies from ten to thirty-t_o nodes. This number forced us to expand ther

Element Connection and Properties Tables and other array sizes that dealt with

: nodes. The concept of a variable number of nodes per element was also a departur

from the usual NASTRAN practice Of a constant number of nodes per element type.
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For these higher order elements, the computer time necessary to create the i_
element matrices was quite large; hence, a procedure to create the element i

matrices once and to save them had to be incorporated into the element level I'
subprograms. ,

The release we used to incorporate the new elements was level 15.1. The

computer used was an IBM 370-165 operating under the ASP system. The !

Progrannner's Manual we had was for Level 12 which caused some difficulty but ,i
not too much. We will outline the procedure we used in adding the new elements.

|

First one should review the materials distributed with the Level 15 system.
Figure 2 is a VTOC (Volume Table of Contents) of the distributed system, i

Pages 5.3-13 and 5.3-14 of the Programmer's Manual (ref. 5) describes each of the
data sets of the distributed system. The data sets which are most useful _.ous are

i SOU1, the partitioned data set containing the FORTR_ source programs, SUBSYS,

also a partitioned data set containing the linkage editor control cards for the
fifteen super links of NASTRAN; the partitioned data set OBJ, which rontains

all ehe load modules of each individual subroutine of the system; the

partitioned dana set NSTNLMOD, which contain the fifteen llnk-edlted super links
which constitute the NASTKAN executable set.

I The next step of the pzocedure should be to set up a development disk with

; at least two data sets which we named NEWOBJ and NADEV. NEWOBJ corresponds to

OBJ, and NADEV corresponds to NSTNLMOD. It would be advisable to set up a data

set co_respondlng to SOU1 but we elected to keep all.of our new source programs

in card-deck form. The IBM 370 utility program IEHMOVE or IEBCOFY can be used

to move the fifteen link edited links from NSTNLMOD to the develop_nt pack,

NADEV's initial allocation should be as large as possible as this data set will
be modified frequently. An alternate approach, which we did not use but one

that could have saved us some grief would be to set up fifteen different data

sets rather than one partitioned data set with fifteen members. Then each time

we needed to link-edit, we would scratch the particular data set and recreate

the new link edited data set (instead of member). This procedure would keep us

from using up all the extents of a partitioned data set and not having to

compress the partitioned set which we had to do approximately every twenty to _
twenty-five re-link edits. Figure 3 Is the VTOC of our development disk. The

,, other utility that we made qui__e frequent use of was IEBPTPCH. With the use of

this utility we can either llst or punch a member of SOU1 or any of the other -

partitioned data sets. The JCL for PUNCHIT is given in Figure 4 and for PRINIT ,.-

in Figure 5. With these two decks we can llst or punch subroutines from SOUl.

The punched routine could then be modified for our new element. Another utility

_ which could have been used for modifyin E source decks is IEBUPDATE which we did
not use. The next step in the process is to compile -ither a modified

" subprogram of the NASTKAN system cr to compile one of our new subprograms.

_ The compiled progrsm is placed into our partitioned data set NEWOBJ. The JCL _

for this procedure is shown in Figure 6. When all the decks for one of the
links has been compiled, the next step is to link edit this link.

The link editor allows one to specify a group of liLrarles of programs
• via the LKED.XXX DD cards. In our case, we described two libraries, OBJ which :

i
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contained all the crlglnal unmodified or distributed load modules and NENOBJ_ " i"
the modified and new load modules. Each library is given a DD name, for the |
partitioned set OBJ the name LKED.LIB is used and for NEWOBJ we chose to use I

the name LKED.LIP. l_heoverlay control cards can be punched and listed from
the data set SUBSYS for this llnk. The control card deck is then modified to

reflect the modifications made to the llnk. See Figure 7 /or the JCL aad

modified control deck for the Link Edit step. The SYSLMOD DD card defines the

output load module for the linkage editor and places t_.eload module in the
data set NADEV.

The next step is to run a NASTRAN problem to test the procedure implemented.
Alters can be made to the DMAP program to extract contents of tables or of

:. generated matrices. In addition, print statements can be made within the
modified programs to print out calculated results. If these print statements

are used, they should be activated by a specific DIAG that is not in use by the

NASTP._4 system. See pages 3.3-15 and 3.3-15a of the NASTRAN Programmer's
t Manual for DIAGS not in use by the system. Figure 8 gives an example of the
, use of alter statements and demonstrates the use of DZAG setting for controlling

debug printing. In debugging a modified link, a dump is quite helpful on the

i occurrence of a system fatal error. The most important part of the dump is
the save area trace which lists the routines last used when the error occurred.

i Usually this is sufficient and a full dump is not necessary. NASTF,AN has built
, into the system a use of the SNAP macro which dumps only the save areas. Use

of DIAG 1 will produce a full dump.

I'
I The llnk edit procedure for NASTRAN links is rather costly on the

IBM 370-165 because of the extremely large number of segments in each of the
links. Hence, whenever posslble, we did as much checking of a modified module

with a nonoverlayed FORTRAN 1un. For example, in checking out the stiffness

matrix routines for the Isoparametrlc elements we ran a simple model in NASTRAN,
and with the Alter statements we printed the content: _f the ECPT (Element

Connection and Properties Tables). A main program which slmulates SMAI was
written to supply the proper ECPT to the element stiffness matrix rcutlnes and

the element matrices were generated and printed out. When we were satisfied

that the routines operated properly we modified our link-edit control deck and
llnk edited the new element stiffness matrix routines into our data set NADEV.

A run of the same model would then produce the element stiffness matrices,

displacements, and stresses. Figure 7 is our JCL and control deck for the
.. insertion of stiffness matrix routines into llnk 3.

. The procedure for the variable number of grid points for mixed elements
(one that is not full) was implemented in the following manner. The connection

cards for the element were left blank at positions where grld points were

_,,. utlssLng from the full element. A modification of _AlA and TAIB was made to

enter a zero as the grid polnt number for the missing grid points. For the

i,/ grid points present, the degree of freedom for that grid point (a nonzero value)
' , vle entered ms the grid point number. All tables such as ECPT, EST (Element

Sunmary Table) have nonzero values for grid points present in the element and
zeros for missing grid points. The length of the grid point table is fixed for

' each element type, for example, twenty for CSOLID2, Lhe quadratic tsoparametrlc.
This table is then used as a guide to all processing of the mized element. The
modificationm to TAlA and TAlBvere suppled to us by Carl Hennrich of MacNeal-
Schwendler Company.

_2
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_. The procedure used for saving the element matrice_ and not recreating I'
them each time they are needed was as follows: A scratch tape was assigned
to be used in the element matrix subroutine. This tape had to be assigned a i
GINO buffer at a level where all buffers are assigned for this module. Al_o i
an array had to be assigned for record keeping of saved elements. Inltilizatlon

of counters had to be done at the level wherL the buffer was assigned. At the i
element level the routine would first ask if this element had previously been !

encountered. This is done by a search through the table of all elements that

• have been saved. If found, the tape record number is extracted from the table
", and the tape is positioned by GINO commands to the proper record. The record
, is read into core and the sub matrices needed for this call are assembled from

the total element matrix and given to the subroutine which is assembling the
total mass or stiffness matrix. If this element has not been encountered,

the element matrix is calculated, and the tape is positioned to the end of
: last element written, and the new element matrix is written on the scratch tape.

The element number and record number is entered into the table This procedure

was suggested in the Programmers Manual, Page 4.87-1, last two sentences of
i paragraph 3. GINO proved very useful here in that the records saved were of

i variable length because of the three types of elements and because of the use of
mixed elements within a type. The variable length could be stored in the record

• and using GINO's capability of reading and writing segr_ented or partial records we

i _ could read the number of words for the variable length record. To add scratch
" _ tapes to an existing module the MPL (Hodule Property List) had to be modifiedby recompillng the block data program XMPLBD, see pages 2.4-21 and 2.4-22 of

t

I th_ Programmers Manual.
DISCUSSION

The new Progrsnmer's Manual for version 15.1 has an excellent chapter on
addinF, a structural element. This was an update of a NASA Fourteenth Quarterly

l_port for NASTRAN, January 1970. This chapter gives a step-by-step procedure
of all routines and tables that have to be modified to accommodate a new

element, The Fourteenth Quarterly Report aided us greatly in getting through
most of the input problems of NASTRAN.

f

From this step-by-step procedure, one can see that adding a new element ++_-+
to NASTRAN is not that difficult because of the excellent doc,,mentation and

supplies that have been dis_.ributed.
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I,V_LRE_ ID:INASTRAh151 D!SVR_BUTED SYSTEM V,15
/*FORMAT PR,OONAMC:$YSUTZ*TRAIN:HN
// EX[_ PGMzIEBPTFCH
//$Y_PRINT DO SYSOUT:A
//SYSUT1 DD UNIT:$¥SDAtVOLURE:_ER:VOLNUMtDISP=DLD,

//SYSUT2 DO SYSOU1=a ,--
//SYSI_ OD *

PRINT TYPCRG:POtflAXFLDS:BC*MAXNAME:B_,MAXLINE:_5 ..

MEMBER NAME:READ1RECORD FTELC:(_O) _,

MEMBER NARE:READ2
RECQRO FIE_D:(8¢I

......... Figure 5.- Printssource from SOU1 ........... 0
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// [X_C FUqT_C.PAHMeFORTseNUDECKe t

11 USNoNE#OBJI|FAIBD| i

//FORT.SY_|N Db • .............

BLOCK DATA I

C|F*IBD tiCOKHON IIFPXI/ N.II(lU0it|2ilO0l.13(IUOl.|q(iOUl.l_iluul,16|iZ0|.

• 1716_)

OATA N/3IUI i'
UATA il/qHGHID.qH eqMG_DseqHETsqHA_UMeqH| IqHSLU_eqHP

eqHCOHD_HIH cNMCOHDtqH|C oqHCOHDeqH|5 eqH_UNUeqH2R

9 eqHCORDe_H2C_qHCORDs_HZ5 eqHPLOTt_H[L _qHSHC|eqH
3 cqHSPCAcqHUD eqHSUP0eqHHT eqHo_lTe_H eqHS_C eqH

(' 7 _tqH_p__jqH .... j qHFOR_tqH[ eqHMUHLe_HNT eqHFuNCtqM(|
' 1 oqHHUHEtqHNT| eqHFOHClqM(2 IqH_UH_IqHN|2 I_P_UAIqHO

9 _qHPRUDtqH eqHPTUu_qH( tqHPVlSo_HC t_AuUHoqMZ

b eqH_RlO_qHB tqHFSLitqH$; tqHRIN_,qHFL Iq.P_qHPT
9 tqHCFLUIqHi0Z IqHCFLU.qH'IU$ .qHCFLUoqH|Uq lqHAAIF tqh

, C 3 tqHBOYLtqHIST tqHFREEtqHPT tNHS_L[0qMcT IqH_LL_qMCTI

i 3 *qHHuYLe_H|ST tqHFREE_qHPT _qHASETtNH tq_A_ETtqHI
7 tqHCTET._HRA .NMC_Eu_qHG_- _N_CHEAe_HA|- .qHC.LAiqHA2 ............

; _ I tqHDHIA_qHA eqMFL_Y.qMM _qMAA_Lt_HOT tqMCAA| tqHF_

9 _NHGHIU._M E .... _qH_RlqtqH$ .qhsLsD.qHT IqHCH_UtqHY j

i \. 3 eqH_HBDtqHY tqHMATqtqH tqHMAT_qH eqMSAM_eqH• _ ADD ¢5OLIO__tCSOJLLDZL_L_O_[03 NAMES TO DIRECIONY OF CUNNLCTIUN CARD NAHE5 M_.__N ,
| ? eqM$AME.qH| tqHlNPUeqHf tNMUUIP_qMuI tqH_UL_qHIOI i

i | tqHC_0Lt_H|UZ _qHC_0L0qH|D3 eqHeoeoeqMoeeeeqHooeetqHeeee

tqHeOOetqHoooteqHoOOeoqHOoeotqHoeoetqHoeootqHee_etqHeeee i

DATA 16/qHOeeosqHoooee_HoOoo_qHooeo_qHooeotqHeeee,_HteeetqHeeee
| S _qHeeee qMeeeeeeOlL_H.oo,ee_tqflteeolqHooootNHoooet_Meeee_qHeeee ,

tqHeoeot_HooooeqMoOeoeqHelol_qHooooeqHeoe_eqH_eOeeqHeeee

3 oqHOooo,qHee_e_qHoeeoeqHeotO,_Hoeoo0_Hoeot_Heeeee_Heeoo
7 sqHeoeet_HoooooqHeeoeoqH_ooe_qHeooeeqHoeooeqHeeoetqHoooo

i __jLqH_oee,_qHoooetqHoooooqHeooo_qHoooeeqHo_ooe_MooeeeqMeeee
_qHOOeO_qHoooo_qHeeeeoqHeeeOeqHeeeeeqHeeeetqdeoee.qHeoeo

.... tqHeeeOlqHeOOOl_OOOet_H_._eo_.__i_M_et_Heeo_e_Hoeeee_Heeee
3 _HeOeetqHooeeeqHoeoetqHoooeeqHeeootqHo_oOo_MOeeOsqHee_o

7 e_MtoootqHIoootqHoeeeeqH_oeooqHDLCUeqHMUPTeqHC_AtqHN .....
| tqMCPROsqHO oqMCPTUtqH_[ tqHcP_u_qHA0| tqHc_U,qHAD_

_HCPTRIqHIAI .qMCPTN_qHIA2 tqHcP_o_qMPL_ _qHcPTK_qHP_T ....
9 t'tHCPTRtqHBSC eqHCOUPtqHMASS.qHGHUPsqHNT tqH_|MAIqH_S

7 eqHG eqH tqMe3 oqH tqHaq tqH _qHMUUAoqM_c I

DATA 17/qHMPCStqH tqHsPCStqH .... _qHLUADtqH$ tqflHblflt_fl00S • ......
E qHOEFOtqMHHS tqMTENPtqHLOS .qHTLNPtqHR|S oqfl|GS cqH t

9 qH,AOUTIqHI tqf:_._O.O_PtqH S •qH_UOPlqH|$ tNMU_QAIqHD| t ......
3 qHFR(e_qH$ eqHTF$ tqH tqMP_OT•qHS tqMT_T_-eqMF_ e

"" .7 ... qHPOUT,qHS _qHTENpLqHHX___q_b_.L_q__. _:qUK4PPj_S !.

J qHM_PPeqH$ tqHB2PP.qHS oqHC_ETeqHHUOStqMS_AHoqMPS t

S qHP_COtqHS _sqHNLF0,qH.__NCEstqhKYou_qHT$ _qflOLL_.qHTEl.._ .......
9 qHRANOIqHQN$ tqHAxYOoqHUT$ oqflNULOeqHUPS oqHOeootqHeeee/

, _N0 ...........
le

_, Figure 6.- Compiles and puts object intc de, elopment data set NEWOBJ.

!

i _0

I, . , .......... , ,
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//LNK_OT JOB (KUXAXXX,RDRDI,°NBNE_MANteRE_IONaZ7SK,TIHEa_ JUB CAN__." /OVOL_E_ ID=(NASTHAN|S) U|blKIBUTEO bYSTLR V,I_

leVOLkE_ |UB|NASTKANULV| OLVELUPH_N1 DIS&

II EAEC FONTHL_PAHM.,LKED=_NAP_LI_TtOVLYoDCtLLTo_IZE=¢Z6ZKt]Zk) t

//LKEU,SY_LIB UD OISPaSHHtDSNsSTS|o[RRPK

II . UO UISPsSHReDSNsSYSIoFOHTLIU

I //LKED*$Y_LHOD 00 UNIIJSYSDA_DISPsSHRtVOLB_ERIVOL_EV_USNsNAUEVZ_

I/LKEU,LIP DD UNIIsSYSOA_U|SPsSNR_VOLISE_aVOLUEVIOSNsNE_UDJ

i I/LKEU,LI8 DD UNIrsSYSDAtUISPsSHRoVOLsSERsVULNUNtUSNsOBJI/LKED,SYSIN DO •

i INCLUDE L|P|LIENtKJSOPK| UUCHANGE (_ITIPAIT_6) UUUUOUIU

, INCLUDE LI_IPAIT361 _UU_OU3u

INCLUDL _i_t_INKN_U_.j_LM_. UUUOOOqu
uuuuousut INCLUDE LI_ICO_SZI

; INC_UO_ _i6¢_____D Rj_fLTU___Nj_XEO_N_PFNSt[_ToGOtCON_GI UUUUOU6U

INCLUOL LIBIHESAGE_SS_]CHtGOPENtFREAO_CL_TABtOPNCOH_FNARL) uUUUUUTU

i . ...........
UUUUOUBU

OVERLAY A UOUUOUgU
INCLUOE LIBIPAG_E) .......... UUUUOIUu

OVERLAY AI UUUO_IU

OVERLAY AI UU_UUI_u

i _ !NC_U_E_JBIBTSTRPI UUOUO|qu

CHANGE NIRAN(PEAITItLINKIPEXIT) UOOOOi_u

INCLUDE LIBIENOSYSI .... UUOUOI6u
OVERLAY ENUSSS uUUUO_TU

INSERT ENUS_ ..... uOUUO|BU
AI UUUOOIgU

INC_UO__ Li_I_PAHAHI ......... UUQUO_UU
OVERLAY A| uUOUO21u

INCLUDE LIBIASAVEI UUUUOZ2u

% OVERLAYovERLAV_A|.............. UUQUOZ_u

OVERLAY AI -'- UUOUn&_U

INCLUDE LIBIICEII UUOUOZ_u

_ _INC.LUD[._I6IACHKI UUUOOZ6u
OVERLAY AI UUUOQZ7u

INCLUDE LIB|bNFIST_HPDABOtXSFA,XSOSGN*ACLEAN,APUNPtAuP_I UUUUO_u

i NCLUO_Ll_I_u--CC_-_u_¢I ...... uuoou_u
IN_ERT XSFAi _. UUUUO4U_

0VERLA¥- _SFA uUOOO_lu

INS[RT__.ESj_tA O_(NT ................ UUUUO3ZU

OVLRLAY Ai UUOQQ33U '

INGLUD(LIBITAuPT,TABPNT_NATDUR_NATPRN) UUOOO_qu

OVE#_AV T_SPRA ...... uooooasu
INSERT TABPeA UOOOU_bU

ii!i OVERLAY'A| ....................... UUUUOJIU _

INCLUDE LIBIPRTPNMI .... UUUUO_BU

OVERLAY A UUQOU_gu

INCLUDE LIPI_PTA_O .)........ UUOOOqUu

' INCLUDE 'LIB(OELSCT/ ....... UUUQONUI

_* '. INCLUDL LIBIHHATtE|SRCHI UUUUQ_iUINCLUDL LIBIGNRAIOtPRETRQ,INVERDtGNRATS_PREHATi UUOUOq_u

INCLUDE LIUIS&XBtD_I_IbADOTBtOAPOTB) uUUOOq3u

INb(_r GPTAI UUOuoqqu

INbERT-_HTOU_ ..... UUOOOqbU

IN_ENT NRATDU UUOUUqAU

INSERT _l TIN _A_OUT UUUOO_/U

i' Figure 7.- Link edit and puts execution module into NADEV development set. _-,

4_i
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FIGURE 7 CONTINUED _ !
¢

UVERLAY _MA| uUUUU_uu

INCLUDE LIPISMAi_O_ ..... UAUUU_Vu
INSERT SMAICLt_MAIIOoSMAI_K_NAIETo_MAIDP UUUUUbOu
INSERT 5MAIHT UUUUilSIu

l CHANbE KBEAMIPEAITI uUUUD_2uINCLUDE LIPI_MAIA) 53U

i INNERT NMA|SC,APLE

INCLUDE _IBI$MA|B_DETCKI _qU
INCLUDE LIPISMAI ) b_I

CHANGE KBEAM(P_x|T) .... uUUUUbSu
INCLUDE LIBIPLAI) UUUUO_eu

oVERLaY 5MAEL uUUUOb/u
INCLUDE LIUiKRODoKBAR,KTUBE,KPANELoKELA_I uUUUU_BU

|N__LU__(_J__L_(ILLE__NoK@DMLMjL_K_RB_E.tKTRPLIt_@UPLT_KTR|_oNH_DY=HRIN_| UUdOO=9u
OVERLAY _MAEL uUUUObUU

INCLUOE LIB(FCON£,KCpNEX) _= UUOOOelu
OVERLAY _MAEL uuggob2u

]NCLUD_ _LIUIKIRI._R_eKTRAPRoDK[LO_KINTtDKKtUKN,UK_tDREF,UK_gtUK|UUI UUUUU63u
INCLUDE LIBIuK_I|_UK2IU_OKJAB,KFAC; UUUUO6qU

OVERL_Y_._NAE_....... uooog_bu
INCLUDE LIB|RTONDRoDMAIRXoROMBDKtDqKoUSKoD6K| UUUUQ66U

DvERLAY _MAEL uUDUO61u
INCLUDE LIBIKFLUD--2-_KFLuD3,KFLUUq,KSLUTtKTE1NAtK$ULID,_PLI_1) UUOOObgu

OVERLAY 5M&EL UUUUO&gu

OVERLAY_.AEL _Ul
INS_R+_iSOeR ,UZ
I_ENT DTOToFO_MTDo|NV3X3oJTPTN,MATERLtNBCIA_RMAT,MULTPN_MXY_NSELEC 1U3
INbERT PARTL,PARXYZ,_ETCON /Oq

INSERT 5NAIPU,ELDATA,NMATtFNONT3tPARTIL 7US
OVERLAY _MAI uUUUOTIU

CHAN_..B_[_N__P_F;.__J.I_L ............. UUUOO/2u
INCLUDE LIPISNAZAI 7_U
INCLUOE LIBISNAiBI 7_O
INCLUDE L|PIbNA2BDoSNA_I 741

INSERT $MAZSCtMAPL[ 7q_
INSERt SMA ZCL; 5MA_'[O _SMAZ_K, SNAZE T o SMA aDP UUOUOI_U

OVERLAY SMA.E_ UUUUO/6u
INCLUDE LIBINROD*MBAR,MTUBEoNAS$DtfVIbC,MCUNM_oMCUNE! UUUUO77U

INCLUDE LI_I_HSUL[_Dj._MFLUO2._NFLUD3tMFLUD_tNFREE=H_LOT| uUOUOTBu
INCLUDE LI_IMAS$T_I UUUUOTYU

INCLUDE L IBINC_A_MCROutMTRB$C,N_DPLTmNIRPLT_RTRIgU} UUUUOBUu
OVERLAY _NAELZ UOUUUd|u

INCLUDE_ L IQJNTRIRGoNTRAPR.ON]t___M[NI.DMK_UNN . _J,UMEF,uM8_,UMIOOI UUOUDB_u
INCLUDE LIBtNFACoDNJABoON219oDMZIIoNTORDR| UUUUU_3u

OVERLAY SMAELZ uUUUO_Nu __
INCLUDE LIBINDUNI,NoUM2iNOUM3_MOUMNtNDUMb,MDUMbtMUUMI_MDURB_NDU_9) UUOUO_SU

OVERLAY SMAELZ Ubl
l NCLUDE L ie iN'F_bPR_MLI'_N3 ....... a=Z

INSERT SMA2PDeELDATZtNMAT_,FRONTZoPARTIZ Bb3
UVERLAY OEND(NE_ION} UUUUO_U

INSERT SNAIX UUOUOOTU

INSERI SMAZX UUOUU¢Du
OVERLAY EJDUN_ UUUUOOgu

INCLUDE LIBIEJDUN2I uUUUO¥Ou
INSERT EJDUN2 UUUUU¥Iu

ENTRY LINKNSU_ UUUUUYgu
NAME L|N_NSU_IM.I .................. UUUOJT_u

le

Figure 7.- Concluded.
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Figure 8.- Concluded.
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